
Messages in chronological order (times are shown in GMT -07:00) 

Teams chat between ~ 

7132021 505PM 
~- The Lexington Hill camera caught some smoke. Let me know if that comes to something 
and any other intel sources you find: CHP, IRWIN, etc. Axis-LexingtonHill I Shasta & Modoc I 
Regions I ALERT Wildfire 

5:06 PM 

I’m assuming you are still on AOR 2, as indicated in the lineup. 

5:06 PM 

Yep 

5:I0 PM 

It is looking at the Rock IRWIN 

5:56 PM 

How’s the fire doing? Amount to much? 

5:57 PM 

Does not seem like it still see smoke but no updates 

5:57 PM 

Thanks. I’ll look at in shortly and add to the tracker. 

6:25 PM 

Drop a pin and save at this location ASAP. Need the basic info for an Epage that comes with a 
save. Will provide more info shortly. 39.874739, -121.378288 

6:26 PM 

I have nothing on comms all I have is what is in the Twitter feed, do you have any information I can 
add to it? 

6:27 PM 

Just hit save. 

6:29 PM 

Let me know when it’s saved. 

6:29 PM 

Do you want it active? 

6:29 PM 

yes. 

6:30 PM 
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droppped 

6:31 PM 

What PSS is involved with this? 

6:32 PM 

6:32 PM 

How confident are you on the camera tiles? 

6:34, PM 

very 

6:35 PM 

Neither of the PSSs are worried about it just talked to them 

6:36 PM 
~ is sending me coordinates 

6:38 PM 

I know. Everybody else is though. 

6:39 PM 

They would have a heart attack on the daily if they knew what we did every day 

6:4,0 PM 

Please notify Hydro. This is within the one mile buffer for contacting them. Then alert GCC then 
DCC. HAve to go through the motions. 

6:4,1 PM 

We do not have distribution in the area, I will notifiy all others 

6:4,1 PM 

The coordinates I was given by ~ put it right by distro. He named the asset. 

6:4,2 PM 

This is the confusion of such situations. CAll the other two first. We can look at Distro, but may be 
prudent regardless. 

6:54, PM 

Let me know when you can chat. 

7:02 PM 

I am unable to find the number to notify hydro the link does not work in the GDL 

7:04, PM 

~will send to you momentarily. 
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7:06 PM 
I’m putting the Rock Fire on~ radar as you are busy and smoke is still showing. And it’s around 
one mile from Hydro. More soon. 

7:07 PM 

~ is covering AOR 2 

7:’10 PM 

Is that temp or is he assigned AOR 2 officially. I’m seeing you as on AOR 2. 

7:10 PM 

Untill I can take it back over 

7:13 PM 

ok ready for a call 

7:58 PM 
River fire is ~ but I can add it if you like 

8:02 PM 

Nec ’e. I got all confused. This is what I get for agreeing to take the evening On-Call for 

8:02 PM 

All is good! 

8:04. PM 

Ok...this is for your fire: If and when the de-energization takes place, text or call me. Stepping 
away to scarf down some green stuff (a salad the wife made). I have an Update Epage set to go 
out, just need the OMT info. 

8:05 PM 

Sounds good will keep an eye out 

7/14./2021 11:23 AM 

~- You indicated that the phone number for Hydro in the GDL did not work yesterday? Is that 
accurate? 

11:24. AM 

The link to get to the phone number did not work, also went into target solutions and referenced 
the new notifications guidelines and the link did not send me to the contacts there either just the 
Hydo page in PG&E work for me 

11:55 AM 

Non-Ops Supe Q (AI tracker Q): What is theOregon Peak 1 cam looking at? I’m confused. Axis- 
OregonPeakl I Greater Tahoe I Regions I ALERT Wildfire 
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11:55 AM 

I will take a peak in a few 

12:00 PM 

We had an IRWIN out in the direction it is pointing but nothing came of it 

12:12 PM 

I’d swear if one squints a huge column of smoke was visible off in the distance but the direction 
made no sense. Maybe it’s just my eyes in my advanced youth. 

12:13 PM 

I rechecked the cams closest to it after you sent the Oregon peak one and see nothing but will 
check back in a bit to be sure. Also~ says my updated in the WlV are great 

12:15 PM 

They are Iookinbg tight. 

12:20 PM 

Whatwas the name of the IRWIN and what time was it at? 

12:22 PM 

Looking at the time lapse, something does blow up on that camera around 1030. 

12:23 PM 

Ranch @1035 

12:24. PM 

Ranch is way south. The camera is looking NE, I believe. 

12:28 PM 

I dont have anything but that IRWIN whick looks like it blew op 

12:32 PM 

I have nothing but the IRWIN for that area 

1:14. PM 

Oregon Peak camera is picking up the Dixie fire just FYI 

1:23 PM 

Thanks. 
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